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What are the biggest challenges you come across in Comm. Loan 
Pricing?

A. Pricing not analytically driven

B. Lack of robust pricing tools/platform

C. Pricing governance & escalation processes not well set up

D. RMs not enabled/empowered to "price for value"

E. All of the above

Poll Question

Note: You can select more than one option
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Why does opportunity exist in Commercial Loan Pricing?

Cost-plus approach often based on minimal RAROC/hurdle rate

Significant price dispersion across like-to-like loans not explained by typical drivers
• 3-4x difference between yields for similar loans (same PD, LGD, size, loan term, relationship etc.)
• Significant variation in RM's pricing performance, not explained by portfolio size or segment

Poor pricing guidance without robust pricing tools
• Lack of benchmarks and insights to price effectively; governance focuses only on larger deals

Pricing/discounting typically done against promise for future business and inability to 
track that
• Renewals not always priced to client willingness to pay

In the current environment, risk of turning away good quality loans and making lower 
margin on riskier loans, if not priced appropriately
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We have delivered significant financial impact at several 
banks by addressing Loan Pricing capabilities
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YieldBuilder solution uses 9 key elements to unlock 
potential and build ongoing pricing capability

Analytics

Tech/Digital 
platforms

Change 
Management

Our solution seamlessly integrates and reinforces each element
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Analytics Layer
Pricing algorithm is "market" based; built on four key pillars
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Legacy technology turns a Commercial 
Bank's best opportunity for driving financial 

performance into just another step in a 
process

YieldBuilder combines analytics and an intelligent interface to link corporate strategy
to financial objectives at the transaction level, causing Banker behavioral change

Technology Layer
Effective delivery of insights is as important as the insights themselves
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Change Management Layer
In our experience, significant impact driven by Business & RM enablement
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Summary: Client Best Practices from Scotiabank

Build a Winning Team: On-board dedicated Product 
Owners, Capital SME, Banking SME, Data Scientist 
and Change Lead. Identify Stakeholders and socialize 
commitment required for the project.

Scaled Deployment: Get your largest volume of users 
on the platform by deploying a Minimum Viable 
Product (MVP). Realize lift in margin (+bps) sooner.

Pricing 101: Take this transformative opportunity to 
teach the basics of pricing like FTP. RMs are then 
more invested in hitting profitability targets.

Operational/Data Readiness: Evaluate your data 
readiness and availability to build your Relationship 
Awareness file. This will lead to a faster 
implementation and lower cost of implementation.

Invest in Andi: Leverage Andi to train bankers to 
execute strategic vision and drive adoption. 
Foundational for Yield Builder.

Build/Deploy Together: For an immediate and 
significant impact on margin (+bps)

Change Management: Train on both platform, 
methodology, and core concepts once to improve 
adoption and establish best practices

Cost Plus --> Market Based Pricing: Compete in core 
geographies, segments, and industries based on 
growth areas and risk appetite. Flexibility to adjust as 
needed.
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Program structured to capture opportunity through 
continuous and iterative progress in each sprint
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Want to learn more about 
YieldBuilder?

GAURAV
ANAND

anand.gaurav@bcg.com
347.601.1024 

GREG
DEMAS

Greg.demas@q2.com
646.799.0868

mailto:anand.gaurav@bcg.com
mailto:Greg.demas@q2.com
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Thank you!


